Minerals are an intrinsic part of many products, from cosmetics to building materials, detergents, pharmaceuticals, electronics, glass and plastics. Modern life has come to rely upon these products, with global and domestic economies based on the wealth produced from these non-renewable resources. However, extracting and processing minerals comes with both positive and negative outcomes. The mineral extractive sector can create wealth, employment and trade opportunities but, conversely, it can lead to environmental impacts, including land degradation and pollution.

In the approval process for a mining project there appears to be an assumption that developments will be approved unless objectors demonstrate the flaws in the assumption. Bates argues ‘political values are already weighted towards economic and social issues; and although environmental values are important, the prevailing assumption is that developments and growth should be allowed to proceed unless there are clearly proven reasons for limiting it’.¹

It has been argued that the term ‘sustainable mining’ is a paradox² because mineral resources are finite and non-renewable. In an effort to, at least, place mining within a more sustainable framework there have been initiatives developed to examine mining sustainability and the performance of the industry. These include:

the Global Mining Initiative; the Mining, Minerals and Sustainable Development Project;\(^3\) the 'Breaking New Ground' report;\(^5\) and the formation of the International Council on Mining and Metals.

However, even if mining companies approach their industry with a more eco-centric nuance or apply more sustainability standards, the long term costs of mining to present and future generations are generally not assessed accurately, and mining is ‘becoming increasingly costly from an environmental perspective.\(^5\) As Mudd\(^6\) discusses: generally the true environmental costs of mining are not accurately quantified and the short- and long-term effects on issues such as biodiversity, climate change and human rights fail to attract proper assessment. Environmental impact assessment (EIA) processes for mining are often inadequate and not assessed properly; increased risks of mining resources in remote sites are not adequately taken into account; the extent and longevity of damage caused to the environment as minerals from accessible mines are exhausted are not adequately taken into account; and the shift from underground to open cut mines is a cause for greater environmental impacts, with increases in noise levels, air and water pollution as well as waste rock.\(^7\)

At present, legislation and governance are weighted in favour of supporting approval of mining projects,\(^8\) and excluding public participation that questions the need for the public purse and society to support an industry based on non-renewable resources. The consequences of successful action by the public to restrict or modify mining developments can be demonstrated by the Bulga Case, in which a resident’s action group made an application in the Land and Environment Court of NSW against the approval of a mine extension for the Warkworth mine in the Hunter Valley (the Bulga case). The Court upheld the legitimacy of objections to the expansion of the coal mining site.\(^9\)

However, following the Bulga case, public participation in environmental governance was reduced in state environmental planning policies and in proposed planning legislation, and there was a media backlash campaign encouraged by the mining lobby to criticise the democratic process and the role of judiciary to review executive action ‘without fear or favour’. As reported by Lagan,\(^10\) corporate representatives of Warkworth’s parent company, Rio Tinto, were able to arrange direct access to the highest political officer in NSW, the Premier, to complain about the outcome of a lawful review of the mining approval process and apply pressure for change in its favour. What happened in the aftermath of the Bulga case indicates an unhealthy trend towards restricting the right to participate in public life that contradicts international initiatives such as the Global Compact Network and the World Business Council for Sustainable Development 2050 Vision.\(^11\)

### Sustainable development and mining projects

Ecologically sustainable development (ESD) is one of the key concepts from the 1992 Rio Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED).\(^12\) Governments from 170 nations and many other delegates at UNCED produced a statement of general principles (‘Rio Declaration’, Agenda 21 (an action plan) and two conventions on biodiversity and climate change. The Rio Declaration listed 27 principles to be used as a blueprint for achieving ESD. These include:

- Environmental protection must be an intrinsic part of development (Principle 4);
• Unsustainable human consumption and production methods must be changed (Principle 8);
• The needs of present and future generations must be taken into account in decision-making (Principle 3); and
• Effective environmental protection laws must be passed to give effect to the concepts of ESD (Principle 11).

One of the most relevant principles of ESD for the purposes of this article is Principle 10, which requires states to facilitate access to information and public participation in decision-making. Other principles include protecting biodiversity, the precautionary principle and the polluter pays principle. ESD is a concept that is accepted internationally - appearing in many international agreements and as a principle of customary international law.13 Australia has included ESD in policy initiatives and legislative reform. The Commonwealth government started the process in 1990 with a National Strategy for Ecologically Sustainable Development (NSESD), which was endorsed by all Australian states and territories in December 1992.

ESD has also become one of the primary criteria for environmental management as both an object of legislation and a compulsory consideration in environmental decision-making. Whilst there are differences between Commonwealth and state legislation on the definition of ESD, most are based on the definition in the NSESD and the 1992 Inter-Governmental Agreement on the Environment. For example, s 3A of the Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Act 1999 (‘EPBC Act’) makes reference to ESD principles in its objects. Section 136 of the EPBC Act directs the Minister to consider ESD as one of the matters to be taken into account in deciding on whether to approve an action.

In NSW, important environmental legislation, notably the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979, (‘EPA Act’) and the Protection of the Environment Administration Act 1997 (‘POEO Act’), incorporate ESD in terms of their respective objects and clauses, and in relation to exercising duties and discretions under the legislation. Significant NSW case law14 has given a broad interpretation to ESD, including the remarks of Preston CJ in Hub Action Group Inc v Minister for Planning:

[In order to achieve sustainability ... the grand strategy must be translated into action. This involves not only institutionalizing the principles of ecologically sustainable development in policies and laws but also ensuring that functions under those policies and laws are exercised in a way so as to promote and implement the principles of ecologically sustainable development. This involves good governance.15

Even though Australian environmental policies and legislation at Commonwealth and state levels subscribe to incorporating ESD into their principles, due to the priority of development (particularly mining developments), it is not effectively translated into practice. Australia’s close relationship with mining and the benefits of mining to its economy are outlined in the next section.

Mark Halle, Vice President for the International Institute for Sustainable Development, highlights one of the key issues:

[s]ustainable development is a genuinely good idea. Why would you want a form of development that undermines the environment on which it is based that leads to more and more destruction of resources that leads to the undermining of the basis for human existence? Nobody in their right minds would want that.16

However, the actions that occurred following the Bulga case (discussed in more detail later), including the introduction of the State Environmental Planning Policy (Mining Petroleum Production and Extractive Industries) Amendment (Resource Significance) 2013 (Amended Mining SEPP), demonstrates a lack of commitment to Principle 10 of the Rio Declaration.

Mining developments can be consistent with ESD principles but only if there is a robust legislative and policy framework supporting an effective EIA process. The EIA process can ensure mining projects are consistent with ESD if there is a transparent and accountable process involving public participation for proper and
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accountable review of decisions made by public authorities regarding resources managed on trust for the public.\(^{17}\)

**Australia switches from the sheep’s back to the mining pit**

Mining and minerals have been an intricate part of Australian culture, history and economic income since first settlement by the West. Within ten years of the First Fleet’s arrival in 1788 to NSW, commercial mineral extraction began to take infant steps accelerating with gold rushes in Victoria and NSW.\(^{18}\) McIntyre observes that ‘[t]he goldfields were the migrant reception centres of the nineteenth century, the crucibles of nationalism and xenophobia, the nurseries of artists, singers and writers as well as mining engineers and business magnates’.\(^{19}\)

Australian land use and its economic base in the 19\(^{th}\) and 20\(^{th}\) centuries, however, were derived predominantly from agriculture, timber and dairy industries, with the main commodity being wool.\(^{20}\) Nevertheless, environmental problems associated with mineral extraction, such as land clearing and pollution, began in those centuries as well.\(^{21}\) In the second half of the 20\(^{th}\) century, Australia transitioned from a dependant former British colony to ‘a small rich industrial country’.\(^{22}\) Mineral discoveries in Western Australia led to the export of minerals to Asian markets and an oil discovery in the Bass Strait in 1966 propelled Australia to self-sufficiency (or dependency) on fossil fuels. Income from wool markets peaked in the post-Korean War era and shifted in trade from Europe to East Asia. ‘Wool gave way to meat and wheat as chief farm exports but the largest foreign earnings came from energy and minerals’.\(^{23}\)

Mining continues to play a prominent part in the Australian economy and is firmly linked to economic development in Asia, especially China.\(^{24}\) Mining now accounts for around 10 per cent of Australia’s GDP.\(^{25}\) As Australia has had a significant agrarian base, competing land uses are now coming into conflict with mining expansion. The 2012 International Handling Services (IHS) *Global Insight Country Intelligence Report for Australia* noted that:

> conflict over land and water use between mining sector and agricultural sectors is expected to become a major issue over the medium term as the resource sector seeks additional resources to meet future demand from emerging Asia.\(^{26}\)

That predicted conflict has now arrived and has played out in several instances in NSW. The next section of this article will demonstrate this by reference to the Bulga case.\(^{27}\)

**The Bulga Case**

Approval for an application to extend its existing open-cut mine was granted to Warkworth Mining Ltd (Warkworth) close to the village of Bulga in the Hunter Valley by the Planning and Assessment Commission of NSW (PAC) as a delegate of the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure in early 2012. Conditions of the consent included biodiversity offsets to mitigate the adverse impacts of the mine extension on biodiversity including affected endangered ecological communities. Bulga residents exercised their right of appeal under s 75L(3) of the EPA Act. Section 75L was contained in the now repealed Part 3A of the EPA Act.
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The appeal was filed in Class 1 of the jurisdiction of the Land and Environment Court of NSW (LEC). The role of the LEC was to hear the application afresh as if ‘in the shoes of the decision-maker’ in deciding whether the application should be approved or not. On balance of all relevant matters contained in s 75J of the EPA Act, the LEC rejected the application. The basis of the decision was that, although the extension would have produced some positive economic and social impacts for the broader community, this was outweighed by the significant adverse impacts in terms of loss of biodiversity, increased noise and dust, and loss of the amenity of community life. It was also held that the proposed conditions of consent were inadequate.

An appeal against the decision was lodged in the NSW Court of Appeal but the appeal was unsuccessful. Soon after the LEC hearing was concluded, the CEO of Rio Tinto, the parent company of Warkworth, argued in the media that the LEC should not have the power to review decisions about mining projects. The case received a great deal of media attention in Australia and overseas.

A fresh application to expand the Warkworth mine for a smaller area has now been approved by Gary West and David Johnson of the PAC. Some public meetings were held in Singleton in December 2013 as a part of the assessment process. This process was less rigorous than the public participation built into the EIA procedure under Part 3A (now repealed) of the EPA Act. This involved advertisement of the EIA documentation, which included written comments from the public and a requirement for the decision-maker (Director of Planning) to take these comments into account in the decision about whether development approval would be given (or not) and the conditions of consent (if applicable). It is acknowledged that the meetings can assist in obtaining feedback. However it has been noted by Paddock that public engagement based on public hearings, public meetings and notice and comment rule-making procedures ‘frequently do not create conditions necessary for effective or “authentic” public engagement and therefore fail to live up to their potential for enhancing environmental outcomes and producing more just decisions’.

There has been yet another application made to expand the Warkworth mine, to a similar extent as that rejected by the LEC, but with additional public benefits and biodiversity offsets offered by Warkworth. This application is still pending.

**Backlash from the Bulga Case**

There were a number of negative reactions to the LEC decision on the Bulga case from the business community in addition to those by representatives of Warkworth and Rio Tinto. For example, a letter to the NSW Premier by the Chief Executive Officer of the NSW Business Chamber indicated the uncertainty the LEC decision had caused potential investors in NSW to rethink their options and invest elsewhere. The letter called for the NSW Government to join the appeal against the LEC decision and requested development of ‘a reliable, transparent and effective major project system ... to ensure that major projects, investment and jobs can be secured within NSW’.
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The NSW Business Chamber was successful in its lobby - the NSW Minister for Planning and Infrastructure joined with Warkworth in the appeal against the Bulga decision and by late July 2012, a new mining SEPP (Amended Mining SEPP) was proposed;37 as it was delegated legislation, the usual debate process in Parliament for proposed legislation was largely absent. Under s 38(2) of the EPA Act, the relevant Minister has the discretion to seek and consider submissions from the public on environmental planning instruments (including SEPPs). In the case of the Amended Mining SEPP, despite the significance of the changes to the environmental assessment of mining projects, any comments had to be made within two weeks, which excluded any effective public participation.

The former Resources and Energy Minister, Mr Chris Hartcher, stated that the Amended Mining SEPP would ensure all considerations would be taken into account. He argued:

W]hile the assessment of major projects has always been about balancing their economic and employment significance against any potentially adverse impacts, there have been no clear guidelines ... [T]he proposed amendments will provide clear direction to both the industry and the community in respect of the approvals process for mining projects.38

The Chief Executive of the NSW Minerals Council agreed with this.39 Other interest groups claimed that the Amended Mining SEPP would ensure that decision-makers would be able to give priority to economic considerations in decisions made about mining projects. As the Amended Mining SEPP requires that the significance of resources is the principal factor, it appears that environmental considerations are secondary matters for the decision-makers to consider.40

Notwithstanding the interpretation by the former Resources Minister and the NSW Minerals Council, the Amended Mining SEPP appears to be an attempt by the Executive to fetter the decision-making process and indirectly exclude public participation.

Other developments - Planning Bill 2013

The proposed overhaul to the planning process is indicated by the tenor of the proposed Planning Bill 2013,41 which is set to promote economic interests over environmental and social interests, and generally reduce opportunities for public participation, especially in relation to major projects. Several examples of this reorientation away from a proper application of the triple bottom line approach include:

- **Title** - The long title of the Planning Bill states that ‘it relate[s] to planning and sustainable growth in New South Wales’, yet there is no mention of environment.
- **Objects** - The Planning Bill does not refer to the application of ESD to decision-making as the *EPA Act* does in s 5. The objects of the Planning Bill are about enabling development based on narrower concepts of sustainable growth and sustainable development (Clauses 1.3(a) and 2). Protection of the environment is restricted to the promotion (rather than protection) of biodiversity conservation and sustainable management and conservation of heritage (Clauses 1.3(f)(i) and (ii)).
- **Community Participation Charter** - The Planning Bill does make ambitious claims for community involvement at the strategic planning and assessment stage but details of how that is to be achieved is unclear. Public engagement is included in an object in cl 1.3(i)(c), but appeal opportunities are very limited - for example, by restricting the review to the LEC for objectors to EIS-assessed development, in Clause 9.2(3). Planning provisions cannot be questioned after three months after the date of publication on the planning portal. The management of publication details on this portal are not included in the clause.42
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Community involvement will focus on strategic planning rather than specific development proposals. This makes it more likely that public participation opportunities would be reduced as the public generally find it more difficult to conceptualise specific social, environmental and economic impacts that strategic planning concepts will have as opposed to particular development proposals. The Environmental Defender’s Office of NSW notes ‘the general public are only energised to engage with planning when they hear about actual local projects, not hypothetical future developments’.43

The focus on involvement by the public at the strategic planning level has resulted in the absence of community rights to be consulted or to object to decisions once strategic planning is complete. Merit review rights for the public will not be available for state significant developments (which include mining projects) where the Planning and Assessment Commission holds a formal public hearing (cl 9.6(3)(a)).

Clause 10.12 of the Planning Bill has significantly limited the ‘open standing’ rights (such as in the present s 123 of the EPA Act) including legal errors of decision-makers in the LEC in relation to community participation strategic plans and approvals for public priority infrastructure, state significant developments and state infrastructure developments.

The future

There are global initiatives being developed to encourage decision-makers to maintain a proper balance between economic, social and environmental considerations to be taken into account in decision-making. These initiatives suggest a preferable approach to the conflict outlined in the Bulga case. In his opening remarks to an Australia forum on business leadership, His Royal Highness Prince Charles observed that the primary position of Australian corporate initiatives is to balance economic growth with environmental protection and social interests.44

Such an approach is found in initiatives such as the Global Compact Network,45 developed to assist Australian signatories to the UN Global Compact to integrate and give effect to the Ten Principles relating to issues such as human rights, environment, labour and anti-corruption, which support broader United Nations goals. With respect to the environment, businesses and governments should take a precautionary approach, undertake greater environmental responsibility and encourage development of environment-friendly technologies.

Another relevant initiative is the World Business Council for Sustainable Development 2050 Vision. This is the combined effort of 29 companies across 14 industries engaged in dialogue with 200 companies and experts in 20 countries, which agree that the Business As Usual approach is not an option. The essential approach is to incorporate the true cost of externalities into development proposals. The 2050 Vision supports public participation by ‘encourage[ing] and facilitat[ing] stakeholder accreditation and preparation of major policy decisions’.46 Companies who subscribe to these principles should not just include this commitment on their Corporate Social Responsibility and Annual Reports statements but reflect it in their activities and investments.

Policies, programmes and legislative reforms should be developed to recognise and give effect to the vital role of public participation in ensuring sustainable development and assisting in achieving better environmental decision-making outcomes.

Conclusion

Development of non-renewable resources is inevitable but it must be carefully monitored by the EIA process and responsible decision-making based on a triple bottom approach. The EIA should be open to review by
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the public - the larger the project the more rigorous the EIA process should be. The public should have rights to be involved in the decision-making enshrined and protected in legislation.

Judicial review as a basic tenet of the separation of powers and the rule of law should not be excluded by legislation and actions by the Executive. The judiciary should be protected against attack by stakeholders in the community due to their perception that the legal system acts against their economic interests. Access to justice must be safeguarded from legislative and regulatory amendments which are not filtered by regulatory impact statements to determine the true, social and environmental costs of future developments, particularly mining.

Innovative programs have been developed at all levels in government in some states of the USA, such as California, Florida, Indiana and New Jersey in California, proposed legislation, such as the Californian Assembly Bill and the Californian Senate Bill 32, creates programs to address the disproportionate health and environmental impacts suffered by poorer communities, and mandates public participation and outreach necessary to help affected communities to understand the process of cleaning up hazardous waste. The Clearwater Florida Brownfields Redevelopment project used an innovative public engagement method to address environmental justice issues related to contaminated sites covering nearly 2000 acres. This method was community driven ‘using a collaborative community-based planning approach’. The Clearwater Initiative could be examined to develop a better public engagement model in Australia by including these features in legislative protection of public participation.

Another practical approach is to use regulatory review processes ‘to create a framework for creating fairer environmental laws, enabling a transparent debate about the social impact of regulatory proposals’. Martin proposes formal regulatory social impact assessment together with a comprehensive explanation in a regulatory impact assessment. This approach may have lessened or avoided the controversies leading to the Bulga case.
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